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In this paper we peneraiize to XECS’s~M), certain nxutts obtained in f 2 ] for NECS’s(2), 
namely the bwndcdntrss af (a) the greatest prime divisor of any modulus, (b) the number 
of disjoint systems and 01 (c’) the smallest mad&s. 
. introduction 
Various authors (sue, fo example, [4,6,9] ) have been conlzerned in the 
last twenty years wit the subject of Covering Systems, EXliCtly Covering 
Systems and related problems. 
Exactly Covering Systems, connected with certziin rooted trees, whose 
moduli occur at must twice are discussed in [ 21. III-I his paper, results of 
the same nature as those in 121, are obtained when the modu 
most times. Similar results were independently obtained by ZnBm. 
In ardcr to make the paper self-contained, we shall irstroduce here some 
definitions, notation and known results of f 21. 
?ytem (abbreviated is a set of 
iS tisfy: 
ondition (2) implies moreover that M = E is impossible. 
3. The largest prime that divkies any modufus of any ECS(.M), 
be denoted by P(M). 
ECS’s(M) will be called disjoif-rt, if in the set cont:iining all 
their moduli. every moduius occurs at most IV times. 
The maximal number of disjoint ITS’s(M) will be denoted 
nnection between ECS’s and undirected rooted trees ~3s first 
Znim. In [ IQ], he used undirected rooted trees of ;h certain 
described in the following definition. 
An uradirected rooted tree will be called a Z rooted tree 
),*if it does zot contain any vertex of degree 2, except (pos- 
e raot. the degree of which is pr :ater or equal to 2. Natural 
signed as the values of the ecrges. All edges incident with 
the root are of value equai to the degree of the root. Any oth:er edge is 
Iue A, where PI+ I is the degree of that endpoint of this edge which 
ser to the root. 
e product of the salues of the edges of the path between any vertex 
and the root VO k called the product-distance of V front VO. 
Connecting 2 rooted trees with ECS’s, Zn&m proved in [ HII] the fot- 
islg theorem: 
averse of the theore is false, as shown by he ~olluwi~g exa 
ral bers 
20'7 
, but are not the prodtkczt-distanccas of ver- 
of the vertices 
Sk 
., nk are the product-distances 
e, will be called (after Porrrb- 
EC’S, in which “ii’or every value m Mere are at most M 
to m, will be called in 
finition 1.11. The large an edge that 2~ Z rooted 
will be dens 
ota tion this paper, 2 = pl, p2, p3, . . . will denote the 
cunsecu t ive primes. 
Let y1 < iJ, < . . . < (I, denote any finite sequence of distinc; primes, 
not necessarili oonsecutke. We shall use quite frequently the product 
I-I;,, q&‘q1 _- u ’ 
1.13. The product =I 
af all integers having only t 
qj/(qj - i) is the sum of the reciprocals 
primes q, + q2. . . . , q, as prime divisors. 
e can now state more precisely, the main results of this pa 
follows: 
f an edge in the Z rooted tree corresponding 
ed (Theorem 2.5). 
ertens” theorem (see f7, p. 35 1 l) the left-hand side of 
I tsrtds to zero whsn r tends to infinity, it fofbws that for any given 
t there exists some value Y, such that (5) holds. 
3. It is easify verified that > M’ implies I 3 k( 
209 
our inductive assittn tion. we have 
110bc.is. 
It suffices to s 
Proof. c shall assume that for some NECS(M), the corresporlding 2 
mate5 tree G corttains atr edge whose vahz A(M) is AUV) 2 pkIfi!!, _- i 
2’ contradiction. 
e a rooted tree of the required kind. Let V be a vertex whose 
degree i; m;nxim;al in G, such that A(M) edges stem out from, c~h being 
1. Den&e the respmztive ndpoints of 
l, are primes not ne(i=essarily cansecutive. 
4) and by OU assumption 
VW conch~de our proof by distinguishing the f~~~lQwin~ tw 
or (ii), it follows by our irssumption., ( I Cl), ( 1 11, Remark 
ction, taking into account t 
of. 
dwts of values of edg 
d of factors w 
stime the Contras p( 
ows that 
sible in the cases 
2, is best pos- 
s follows by showing first that k(2) = 5, 
= 13, and secondly, that these 
e shall establis heorem 3.1 j the bcwndedness of 
cs’s(ns j. 
3.2. The bound obtained in Theorem 3.1 is not best possible. 
mark 2.3)? Theorem 3. I implies that D(2) 6: 7, 
shswn tthat D(2) = 6 and six such systems are PX- 
rd&s [4] which still unanswered, concerns 
dness of the smallest modulus in Ccrverjng Systems. In Theo- 
boundedruess f the smallest modulus in NECS’slM) is tl)stab- 
<: FUR denote the different mod& of any 
2.7 We have 
j = I) 2, ..** k . 
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’ K-dues A(lw and &(&f)_ 1 define 
y kxxnputat i hen, the method 
eorem 4.1 enables us to 3 namxrkaf bound 
for the smallest moduEus of every NECS( 
3. The bound obtained in Theorem 4.1 :3 not best possible. 
= 7 by Remark 2.8. wt’ obtain that P+ 73 (“38 = 72). 
[ 2, Section 4. Theorem 4). it is shown that in every NECS(2). 
Mt < 49. 
Unfortunatelv the methods opt’ his paper are not * 
obtain similar’results for ECLr[M) which are not 
1. There o&t such ECS’s(M), for instanctb 
k 2. p. 3721). 
The difficulty is ~~rjnlar~~ due to the fact that for* such systems, it is 
ecided whether the equality P(M) G 11~ 
I the results obtained for N , correspon 
) does not sa 
ay be ~bta~~~ 
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